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ABSTRACT

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOLS AS THE INTERFACE TO
EXPERIENCE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture is a discipline that takes the design activity centrally and that considers
many parameters such as context, user, function, cost, art, and technology in shaping
the physical environment. Producing functional and aesthetic spaces is one of the most
important goals of students in architectural education and architects in professional
life. In this context, there are many studies on space production and the theoretical
meaning of space.
Modern architectural education is an interactive process. The learning process is not
limited to the school. Even experiencing the correctly resolved spaces that allow
interaction improves the stude

creativity.

The space creates a different interface for each user. This is also true for schools of
architecture. Accordingly, it can be assumed that learning architecture through
experiencing begins with the architecture of architecture schools itself. In this study,
the relationship between the quality of architectural education and the design of
architecture schools was examined by reading spatial interfaces of architecture schools
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through the studio and circulation spaces. In this context, the top ten rated architecture
schools by QS Rankings set the framework of this study.
In the first part of the thesis, the purpose, scope and method of the study are discussed.
In the second part, the issue of how the architecture schools have developed from the
past to the present day and the problematic of rating, stemming from the competition
in between these schools, are addressed. The university ranking organizations have
been examined in detail and a comparison has been made. In the third part, the relation
between the space and the concept of "interface" which constitutes the theoretical
infrastructure of this thesis are examined. In the fourth part, a detailed reading of space
on the concept of the interface has been performed by using the plans, sections and
images of the best ten architecture schools in the scope of the study. The Findings,
which is the fifth part, contains a comparison of the schools through studio and
circulation spaces. In the conclusion, it is emphasized that spatial interaction is an
important design input for architecture schools.
Key words: School of Architecture, studio, circulation, interface
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